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Some impressions of Paola’s world.
Paola Noé, art critic, curator,
trendscout, creator of unduetrestella,
kidsroomZOOM and owner of MIA
stella, a small concept store in
Milan/Italy.

“My research and scouting is focused
on the children’s universe, from art
and design to vintage and food! In
2008 I startet my special project of
contemporary art for kids and their
bedrooms unduetrestella……. 2 years
later design added up to art and
together with Thomas Maitz
kidsroomZOOM, an exhibition of
artists and design was born.
kidsroomzoom.com is a blog where
daily news, or simple “nice little things”
for kids are recommended and
suggested. Over the years there have
been numerous collaborations with
the following designers and artists:
many where the exposed projects, the
new and interesting cooperations born
with artists and designers, among the
others:
Rijada with theirs design toys, Kurt
Stapefeld with his new collection of
hooks Bird Houses, Barbara Barbantini
with the new series of body clothing
for babies N’uovo, Chiara Camoni e
Martina Della Valle with their special
wallpaper, Samuele Menin with the
Lightbox delle Favole, Georges (F) with
her fab carillon Enjoy, Bumoon e
Peridea with wall sticker, Kalon
Studios, Perludi, Nonah, Studio delle
Alpi, Krethaus with fantastic kids
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furniture.
MIA stella in collaboration with MIA
Collezioni per Bambini is a unique
shop where you will find a selection of
the latest children’s design trends of
Italian and international brands. In
addition, MIA stella offers interior
design consulting for both expecting
mums and their families in order to
create the perfect bedroom
environment for every newborn and
child to grow and mature in!”
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